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US Earnings Season 
We’ve entered US Q4/19 earnings season, which will also give us the final growth 
number for the full calendar year. As it stands today, the 2019 EPS growth rate for the 
S&P 500 will be virtually flat at 0.2%, meaning last year’s 20%+ gain was driven entirely 
by multiple expansion.  

 For the fourth quarter, the S&P 500 is anticipated to report a year-over-year 
(yoy) decline in earnings of -2.1%, while revenue growth is forecast to grow 
2.7%. The difference between earnings and revenue growth suggests margins 
are under pressure due to rising costs (tariffs, wages and commodity inflation). 

 The consensus forecast for calendar year 2020 for earnings and revenue stands 
at 9.5% and 5.4%, respectively. As will be the typical pattern throughout 2020, 
these estimates will come down but we anticipate 5-6% earnings growth is a 
more reasonable and achievable growth rate. Assuming there is no multiple 
expansion, this would suggest a target price of 3,450 for the S&P 500. 

 The global economic slowdown that began in mid-2018 has been more 
impactful to companies with international exposure. S&P 500 companies that 
generate more than 50% of revenue outside of the US have been reporting a 
larger decline in earnings relative to S&P 500 companies with less international 
revenue exposure. 

 Valuation levels, as measured by price to earnings, have approached a cycle 
high of 18.6x, which is above the 10-year average. 
 

 

S&P/TSX Top 5 Gainers/Laggards* S&P/TSX Market Internals 

 

 

 

 

Source: Bloomberg, Raymond James Ltd; * 5-day price return 

Equity Market YTD Returns (%) 

Canadian Sectors Weight Recommendation
Consumer Discretionary 4.1 Underweight
Consumer Staples 3.9 Overweight
Energy 16.3 Market weight
Financials 32.2 Overweight
Health Care 1.3 Underweight
Industrials 11.2 Market weight
Technology 6.2 Market weight
Materials 10.8 Market weight
Communications 5.5 Market weight
Util ities 4.9 Market weight
Real Estate 3.6 Underweight
Technical Considerations Level 
S&P/TSX Composite 17,622

Source: Bloomberg, Raymond James Ltd.
Sectors are based on Bloomberg classifications
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S&P/TSX Comp
50-Day MA
200-Day MAWeekly Advance 168 67%

Weekly Decline 65 26%
Advance-Decline 103

New 52 wk high 26 11%
New 52 wk low 2 1%
No. Stocks Above 50-d 176 70%
No. Stocks Above 200-d 169 67%

Arms Weekly Index 1.91 Neutral
RSI (14-day) 80.9 Overbought
50-DMA 17,123 Uptrend
200-DMA 16,611 Uptrend
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US Earnings Season 
We’ve entered US Q4/19 earnings season, which will also give us the final growth 
number for the full calendar year. As it stands today, the 2019 EPS growth rate for the 
S&P 500 will be virtually flat at 0.2%, meaning last year’s 20%+ gain was driven entirely 
by multiple expansion. This has pushed valuation levels to near cycle highs, as the 
market now trades at well through one full standard deviation above its long term 
mean. Supporting valuation levels is the lack of inflationary pressures, near record low 
interest rates and a significant shift in global monetary policy, however we would like 
to see some earnings growth in 2020 to further justify where the market is today. 

For the fourth quarter, the S&P 500 is anticipated to report a year-over-year (yoy) 
decline in earnings of -2.1%, while revenue growth is forecast to grow 2.7%. The 
difference between earnings and revenue growth suggests margins are under pressure 
due to rising costs (tariffs, wages and commodity inflation). S&P 500 margins may have 
peaked early last year as the current forecast is for a continued decline to 9.7%. If 9.7% 
is the actual profit margin for the quarter, it will mark the first time the index has 
reported four straight quarters of yoy declines since 2009. In addition, if earnings also 
slip -2.1% in Q4/19 it will mark the first time the index has reported four straight 
quarters of yoy declines in earnings since 2016. However, given the extraordinary 
measures take by global central banks in 2019 (rate cuts and accelerating asset 
purchases), as well as the prospects of fiscal stimulus this year, the earnings outlook 
for 2020 remains positive. 

S&P 500 Profit Margin Peaked? 
 

 
Source: Bloomberg, Raymond James Ltd. 

Indeed, the consensus forecast for calendar year 2020 for earnings and revenue stands 
at 9.5% and 5.4%, respectively. As will be the typical pattern throughout 2020, these 
estimates will come down but we anticipate 5-6% earnings growth is a more 
reasonable and achievable growth rate. Assuming there is no multiple expansion, this 
would suggest a target price of 3,450 for the S&P 500.  
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International Exposure 
The global economic slowdown that began in mid-2018 has been more impactful to 
companies with international exposure. S&P 500 companies that generate more than 
50% of revenue outside of the US have been reporting a larger decline in earnings 
relative to S&P 500 companies with less international revenue exposure (companies 
with international -5.1% versus domestic -0.4%). The recent coronavirus will be an 
additional headwind for global growth. During the 2003 SARs outbreak, Chinese retail 
sales slumped from 9% annual growth to 4% in just a matter of months and this being 
Chinese New Year, one of the bigger holiday for the nation, we anticipate a similar 
scenario to play out. 

S&P 500 Rev. Exposure (%) Sector Rev. Exposure  
 

 

 

 
Source: FactSet, Raymond James Ltd.  

Valuation 
Valuation levels, as measured by price to earnings, have approached a cycle high of 
18.6x, which is above the 10-year average. At the sector level, the Information 
Technology (22.7x) and Consumer Discretionary (22.5x) sectors have the highest 
forward 12-month P/E ratios, while the Financials (13.3x) sector has the lowest. 

S&P 500 Fwd PE Ratio 
 

 
Source: Bloomberg, Raymond James Ltd. 
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Important Investor Disclosures 

Complete disclosures for companies covered by Raymond James can be viewed at: https://www.rjcapitalmarkets.com/Disclosures/Index.  

This newsletter is prepared by the Private Client Services team (PCS) of Raymond James Ltd. (RJL) for distribution to RJL’s retail clients. It is not a 
product of the Research Department of RJL. 

All opinions and recommendations reflect the judgement of the author at this date and are subject to change. The author’s recommendations may 
be based on technical analysis and may or may not take into account information contained in fundamental research reports published by RJL or its 
affiliates. Information is from sources believed to be reliable but accuracy cannot be guaranteed. It is for informational purposes only. It is not meant 
to provide legal or tax advice; as each situation is different, individuals should seek advice based on their circumstances. Nor is it an offer to sell or 
the solicitation of an offer to buy any securities. It is intended for distribution only in those jurisdictions where RJL is registered. RJL, its officers, 
directors, agents, employees and families may from time to time hold long or short positions in the securities mentioned herein and may engage in 
transactions contrary to the conclusions in this newsletter. RJL may perform investment banking or other services for, or solicit investment banking 
business from, any company mentioned in this newsletter. Securities offered through Raymond James Ltd., Member-Canadian Investor Protection 
Fund. Financial planning and insurance offered through Raymond James Financial Planning Ltd., not a Member-Canadian Investor Protection Fund.  

Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with mutual funds. Please read the prospectus before 
investing. Mutual funds are not guaranteed, their values change frequently and past performance may not be repeated.  The results presented should 
not and cannot be viewed as an indicator of future performance. Individual results will vary and transaction costs relating to investing in these stocks 
will affect overall performance. 

Information regarding High, Medium, and Low risk securities is available from your Financial Advisor. 

RJL is a member of Canadian Investor Protection Fund. ©2020 Raymond James Ltd. 
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